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P1. XXVII. consists in showing the slight difference in their form. My son, how.

ever, has traced its further growth to its final development, and there is no

doubt left now, that the Hydroid described above is time parent stock of the

free medusa, described under the name of Ilippocrene superciliaris' in my Contri

Fig. 37. butions to time Natural History of' the Acalephs of North America.

The young nmedusa, when about to separate from time hydroidI .

:, (wood-cut 37), is almost globular; it has a short digestive cavity,
-r terminating in lour slight, knobs, in the prolongation of the lines

of the chymiferous tidies, thur Pails of tentacles, equalling in length
, the diameter of time hell, with a




b9- 38.
well-marked eve-speck tit. the base

of each. The bulb at, the base or




/
it'd of Buur.uN- N.

the tentacles is not vet well sepa
tAlUS1 5titI t'1111 rated from the circular tube. But,
nected with its 1k.
druid. flS the tentacles lengthen, which

takes place very rapidly, as soon as the ineilusu 0

have become detached. the swelling of the tentacles

aimpezii more distinctly. The knobs at, the tour

corners of the digestive cavity assume more the

shape or a short branch. The general outline is

more hemispherical. The opening of the veil in

creases. and the voting medusa, is a l3ougainvillin

supercihiaris, with but two tentacles, and the oral

bunches slightly developed (wood-cut 38), agreeing, \'u'ung ltu,tGA1SVIU.IA suz'icneiu.uns, shortly
in this respect, entirely with the mode of growth

&o from its Ilydroitl.

of the young of Margelis, in which the oral bunches are still very little ramified.

Fig. 30. even when there are as many as six tentacles at. the base of

tive bulb are first developed, smaller tentacles being added,

simul-taneously,on each side or the original pair. The adjoining
wood-cut. Pig. 39. of ;in adult specimen, shows to what extent

the process goes on. For further details upon the full-grown

Adult IJOUCAINVILLIA. mnedu.Ai, I refbr to my former paper.

The name Ilippoereac is now changed to Boa-0
gainviltia, fin' the obvious reason that Munttiu't's
genus Ilipu, among the Gasteropuils. cannot
he discarded, 8.4 it has been by most Concliulugists
"'t' the present day.




2 Margehis jg the name proposed by Steenstrup
for the European species of Bougainvilhin, which,

as McCrady has first pointed out, are generically
distinct from the American specks, and 11w latter

agrees with the Pacific type.
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